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VEHICLE CONTROL APPARATUS HAVING 
MULTIPLE ECUS LOADED WITH RESPECTIVE 

CONTROL PROGRAMS 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION 

[0001] This application is based on and incorporates 
herein by reference Japanese Patent Application No. 2000 
84121 ?led Mar. 24, 2000. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] This invention relates to a vehicle control appara 
tus, Which is capable of reusing control programs and 
reducing processing timing delay in distributed processing. 

[0003] Vehicle control apparatuses control a vehicle by 
executing programmed computation processing based on 
vehicle information from sensors and outputting driving 
information to actuators in accordance With results of the 
computation processing. This vehicle control is realiZed by 
executing vehicle control programs. These vehicle control 
programs has been contrived so that application programs 
may be reused. 

[0004] In one proposal, an ECU is loaded With a program 
Which is divided, as shoWn in FIG. 7, into an application 
layer 610, an interface layer 620, and a hardWare layer 700. 
Each layer is a unit of programs. The application layer 610 
is made up of processing programs for executing the com 
putation processing. The hardWare layer 700 has a virtual 
sensor part 630 made up of processing programs for acquir 
ing vehicle information detected by sensors, a virtual actua 
tor part 640 made up of processing programs for outputting 
driving information to actuators, and a communication 
driver 650 Which is a processing program for executing 
communication With other ECUS. By separating the hard 
Ware layer (processing programs dependent on hardWare) 
700, Which might change With vehicle type or grade or the 
like, from the application layer 610, the application layer 
610 can be used as it is and the application programs can be 
reused, even if the hardWare is changed. 

[0005] In practice, multiple ECUs (for instance, A-ECU 
and B-ECU) are connected via a communication line 500 as 
shoWn in FIG. 8 for distributed processing. In FIG. 8, it is 
assumed that an actuator driven by the virtual actuator part 
640a of the A-ECU is controlled With computation results of 
the application layer 610b of the B-ECU. 

[0006] At this time, because the interface layer 620b of the 
B-ECU manages the Whereabouts of the processing program 
that is the output destination of the driving information, the 
application layer 610b of the B-ECU does not need the 
information of Where the processing program to Which the 
driving information should be outputted is. That is, position 
freedom or transparency is realiZed by the interface layer 
620b. 

[0007] Speci?cally, the interface layer 620b determines an 
output destination speci?ed from the application layer 610b 
of the B-ECU, and via the communication driver 650b sends 
the driving information to the A-ECU. That is, the driving 
information is transferred in the order of B-ECU commu 
nication driver 650bQcommunication line 500QA-ECU 
communication driver 650aQA-ECU interface layer 
620aQA-ECU virtual actuator part 640a. Thus, in the 
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application layer 610b of the B-ECU, even if the processing 
program for driving the hardWare that is the subject of 
control exists as a processing program in a different ECU, 
there is no need Whatsoever for that to be considered. 
Consequently, distributed processing among multiple ECUs 
can be realiZed easily. Here it is to be noted that ‘the 
application does . . . ’ means that by a CPU of the ECU 

executing a processing program constructed as an applica 
tion layer a function of the application layer is exhibited. 
HoWever, for brevity, expressions having the processing 
program as the subject Will be suitably used. 

[0008] When the above program construction is employed 
in control of an engine, a drive train and the like, relatively 
high real-time operation is required. HoWever, there maybe 
cases in Which the distributed processing cannot be realiZed. 
For example, in FIG. 8, there is a possibility of driving 
information from the application layer 610b of the B-ECU 
not being transferred to the virtual actuator part 640a of the 
A-ECU in real time. It is assumed here that an injection 
system Wherein an injector is driven by the virtual actuator 
part 640a of the A-ECU and the injector is controlled by the 
application layer 610b of the B-ECU. In this case, it is 
necessary for an injection command from the application 
layer 610b of the B-ECU to be sent to the virtual actuator 
part 640a of the A-ECU in real time. HoWever, When the 
communication line 500 is being used for other communi 
cation, the transfer of driving information is delayed. 

[0009] This Will also happen in inputting of vehicle infor 
mation from the various sensors. The vehicle information 
acquired by the virtual sensor part 630 shoWn in FIG. 7 is 
sampled and averaged by the application layer 610 at 
intervals of for example 1 ms. HoWever, if distributed 
processing is tried, because communication processing via 
the communication line 500 is carried out, the application 
layer 610b of the B-ECU cannot sample vehicle information 
acquired by the virtual sensor part 630a of the A-ECU at 
intervals of 1 ms. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0010] The present invention has an object of making 
possible distributed processing even in control Which 
requires relatively high real-time operation, While ensuring 
reusability of application programs constituting vehicle con 
trol programs. 

[0011] According to the present invention, a vehicle con 
trol apparatus has multiple control units Which are loaded 
With vehicle control programs distributedly. The vehicle 
control program in each control unit includes an application 
layer for executing the computation processing, and a sen 
sor/actuator layer for executing processing of vehicle infor 
mation from sensors and driving information for actuators. 

[0012] The vehicle control program further includes an 
interface layer for acquiring and sending to another control 
unit the driving information from the application layer and 
also acquiring the driving information sent from the another 
control unit. It also includes an information control layer for 
outputting to the sensor/actuator layer at suitable timing the 
driving information acquired by the interface layer. Prefer 
ably, the application layer outputs the driving information in 
a ?xed form, and the information control layer converts to 
information directly processable by the sensor/ actuator layer 
and outputs the driving information. 
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[0013] Alternatively, the vehicle control program further 
includes an information control layer for at suitable timing 
acquiring and outputting the vehicle information acquired by 
the sensor/actuator layer. It further includes an interface 
layer for acquiring and outputting to the application layer the 
vehicle information outputted from the information control 
layer on the basis of a request from the application layer, 
making a request for the vehicle information to another 
control unit acquiring and outputting to the application layer 
the vehicle information sent With respect to this request, and 
sending the vehicle information from the information con 
trol layer When a request is made for the vehicle information 
from another control unit. Preferably, the sensor/actuator 
layer outputs the vehicle information in a form correspond 
ing to the sensors, and the information control layer converts 
to information directly processable by the application layer 
and outputs the vehicle information. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0014] The above and other objects, features and advan 
tages of the present invention Will become more apparent 
from the folloWing detailed description made With reference 
to the accompanying draWings. In the draWings: 

[0015] FIG. 1 is a block diagram shoWing a construction 
of a vehicle control apparatus according to an embodiment 
of the present invention; 

[0016] FIG. 2 is a block diagram shoWing a hardWare 
construction of an ECU used in the embodiment; 

[0017] FIG. 3 is a block diagram shoWing a program 
construction of the ECU in the embodiment; 

[0018] FIG. 4 is a block diagram shoWing a condition of 
a driving information transfer betWeen the ECUs in the 
embodiment; 

[0019] FIG. 5 is a block diagram shoWing a vehicle 
information transfer betWeen the ECUs in the embodiment; 

[0020] FIGS. 6A and 6B are schematic diagrams shoWing 
the driving information transfer betWeen the ECUs in case of 
driving an injector and shoWing the vehicle information 
transfer betWeen the ECUs in case of detecting an average 
intake pipe pressure, respectively; 

[0021] FIG. 7 is a block diagram shoWing a program 
construction of each ECU in a vehicle control apparatus 
according to a related art; and 

[0022] FIG. 8 is a block diagram shoWing a driving 
information transfer betWeen ECUs in the related art. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

[0023] Referring to FIG. 1, a vehicle control apparatus 1 
has multiple electronic control units (ECUs) 10, so that 
different parts of a vehicle are controlled by these multiple 
ECUs 10. To each of the ECUs 10, various sensors 30 Which 
detect states of the vehicle as vehicle information are 
connected, and various actuators 40 Which drive different 
parts of the vehicle in response to driving information from 
the ECUs 10 are connected. The ECUs 10 form an in-vehicle 
netWork having a protocol such as CAN to communicate 
With each other. 
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[0024] For example, if the ECU 10 is for carrying out 
control of an engine, the sensors 30 are for detecting the 
running state of the engine. The sensors 30 include a rotation 
sensor for generating a pulse-shaped signal every time a 
crankshaft of the engine rotates a predetermined angle, a 
reference position sensor for generating a pulse-shaped 
signal every time the piston of a speci?ed cylinder of the 
engine reaches a predetermined position (for example top 
dead center: TDC), a coolant temperature sensor for detect 
ing the temperature of cooling Water of the engine, an intake 
pipe pressure sensor for detecting the pressure of an intake 
pipe of the engine, and an oxygen concentration sensor for 
measuring an oxygen concentration in exhaust emissions. 
The actuators 40 include are injectors (fuel injection 
devices) and igniters (igniting devices) mounted on the 
engine. 
[0025] As shoWn in FIG. 2, each ECU 10 has an input 
circuit 21 for inputting signals from the sensors 30 and 
carrying out Waveform shaping and A/D-conversion, a 
microcomputer 11 for carrying out various processing for 
controlling the vehicle on the basis of vehicle information 
from the input circuit 21, an output circuit 22 for driving the 
actuators 40 in accordance With driving information from 
the microcomputer 11, and a communication interface (I/F) 
23 for carrying out communication With other ECUs 10 by 
Way of a communication line 50. This communication line 
50 connects the ECUs 10 to each other to form the in-vehicle 
netWork. 

[0026] The microcomputer 11 has an central processing 
unit (CPU) 11a for executing programs, a ROM 11b storing 
programs to be executed by the CPU 11a and control data to 
be referred to during the execution of these programs, a 
RAM 11c for temporarily storing computation results 
obtained by the CPU 11a, and an input/output circuit (I/O) 
lid for exchanging signals With the input circuit 21, the 
output circuit 22 and the communication I/F 23. The micro 
computer 11 also includes various registers, free-run 
counters and other circuits (not shoWn). 

[0027] Vehicle control programs loaded into the vehicle 
control apparatus 1 are held distributed among the ROMs 
11b of the microcomputers 11 of the ECUs 10. By the CPU 
11a executing the program of the ROM 11b, each ECU 10 
operates as programmed to realiZe vehicle control including 
the engine control, ignition control and the like. 

[0028] In this embodiment, the program stored in the 
ROM 11b of the microcomputer 11 of each ECU 10 is 
de?ned to realiZe distributed processing in the multiple 
ECUs 10 even in control of the engine and drive train. The 
distributed processing includes computation processing 
based on vehicle information from the sensors 30 connected 
to a certain ECU 10 being executed by a different ECU 10, 
and outputting of driving information for the actuator 40 
connected to a certain ECU 10 being carried out by a 
different ECU 10. 

[0029] This program of each ECU 10 is de?ned as shoWn 
in FIG. 3. The programs loaded into the ECUs 10 are 
obj ect-oriented type, and are made up of an application layer 
61, an interface layer 62, a virtual sensor part 63, a virtual 
actuator part 64, a communication driver 65, an input 
information converting part 66, and an output control part 
67. These program parts are made up of objects consisting 
of data and methods. 
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[0030] The application layer 61 is made up of multiple 
objects provided in function units. The application layer 61 
executes computation processing based on vehicle informa 
tion acquired by the sensors 30 and outputs driving infor 
mation to the actuators 40 in accordance With results of the 
computation processing. 
[0031] This application layer 61 is an application program 
The virtual sensor part 63, the virtual actuator part 64 and the 
communication driver 65 are programs corresponding to 
hardWare of the vehicle control apparatus 1, and respectively 
correspond to the sensors 30, the actuators 40 and the 
netWork construction connected by Way of the communica 
tion line 50. The virtual sensor part 63 and the virtual 
actuator part 64 are constructed With objects provided in 
component units in correspondence With the sensors 30 and 
the actuators 40. For example, the virtual sensor part 63 is 
made up of a coolant temperature sensor object acquiring a 
signal from the coolant temperature sensor, an intake pipe 
pressure sensor object acquiring a signal from the intake 
pipe pressure sensor, and an oxygen concentration sensor 
object acquiring a signal from the oxygen concentration 
sensor. The virtual actuator part 64 is made up of an igniter 
object for outputting a signal to an igniter and an injector 
object for outputting a signal to an injector. The virtual 
sensor part 63 and the virtual actuator part 64 are thus 
de?ned to function as a sensor/actuator layer. 

[0032] The application layer 61 carries out computation 
processing on the basis of vehicle information that the 
objects of the virtual sensor part 63, and outputs driving 
information to the objects of the virtual actuator part 64. At 
this time, the application layer 61 can acquire vehicle 
information from the objects of the virtual sensor part 63 in 
another ECU 10 by the function of the communication 
driver 65, and can output driving information to the objects 
of the virtual actuator part 64 in another ECU 10 by the 
function of the communication driver 65. The interface layer 
62 is provided for the application layer 61 to acquire vehicle 
information from an object of the virtual sensor part 63 in a 
desired ECU 10 and output driving information to an object 
of the virtual actuator part 64 in a desired ECU 10. 

[0033] The interface layer 62 is also constructed With 
multiple objects provided in function units. This interface 
layer 62 manages the Whereabouts of the objects of the 
virtual sensor parts 63 and the virtual actuator parts 64. The 
Whereabouts of an object means information on Which ECU 
10 it is in. Accordingly, the application layer 61 does not 
need to knoW the Whereabouts of objects at all. That is, by 
providing the interface layer 62, position transparency is 
realiZed. Because of this, the application layer 61, With 
respect to the interface layer 62, simply speci?es an input 
destination object and requests the input of vehicle infor 
mation and simply speci?es an output destination object and 
requests the output of driving information. 

[0034] More particularly, an object of the application layer 
61 speci?es an object of a virtual sensor part 30 or a virtual 
actuator part 64 and carries out a message output to the 
object of the interface layer 62, but to make the explanation 
simple hereinafter the description Will be made like ‘the 
application layer 61 speci?es a virtual sensor part 63 or a 
virtual actuator part 64 and outputs a message to the inter 
face layer 62’, omitting the Word object. 
[0035] The program construction of this embodiment is 
characteriZed in that an input information converting part 66 
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is interposed betWeen the interface layer 62 and the virtual 
sensor part 63 and an output control part 67 is interposed 
betWeen the interface layer 62 and the virtual actuator part 
64. The input information converting part 66 is constructed 
With objects in component units corresponding to the objects 
of the virtual sensor part 63. The output control part 67 also 
similarly is constructed With objects in component units 
corresponding to the objects of the virtual actuator part 64. 

[0036] The input information converting part 66 converts 
to information directly processable in the application layer 
61 and outputs vehicle information from the virtual sensor 
part 63. Directly processable means that conversion of the 
vehicle information to match the computation processing is 
not necessary. 

[0037] For example, the application layer 61 carries out 
computation processing using throttle opening/closing infor 
mation on Which of fully closed, intermediate or fully open 
the throttle aperture is. At this time, as the sensor 30, a 
tWo-input sensor having a fully-closed sWitch and a fully 
open sWitch of contacts type might be used. Alternatively, a 
sensor Which detects the throttle opening angle linearly or in 
analog fashion might be used. Depending on differences 
betWeen sensors 30 of this kind, the vehicle information 
outputted from the virtual sensor part 63 differs. HoWever, 
the input information converting part 66 absorbs these 
differences and converts it to information Which can be 
directly processed in the application layer 61, that is, throttle 
opening/closing information shoWing Which of fully-closed, 
intermediate and fully-open it is. 

[0038] Further, for example, the application layer 61 of 
this embodiment carries out computation processing using 
cranking information on starting of a starter motor (not 
shoWn). At this time, as the sensor 30, a sensor Which 
directly detects a sWitch signal of a starter relay might be 
used. Alternatively, a sensor Which detects a fall in the 
battery voltage might be used. This is because it can be 
indirectly detected that the starter relay has turned on for 
engine cranking even by detecting a fall in the battery 
voltage. Accordingly, When a fall in the battery voltage is 
detected as vehicle information, the input information con 
verting part 66 generates cranking information as vehicle 
information. 

[0039] On the other hand, the output control part 67 
converts to information directly processable in the virtual 
actuator part 64 and outputs driving information acquired 
from the interface layer 62. 

[0040] For example, the application layer 61 calculates the 
cooling ability of a radiator fan linearly or in analog fashion 
as a value of a predetermined range. At this time, as the 
radiator fan, a fan driven in the tWo stages of ON/ OFF might 
be used. A fan driven in multiple stages such as strong, 
medium and Weak might be used. Accordingly, the output 
control part 67, to match the radiator fan, converts to directly 
processable information and outputs the driving informa 
tion. 

[0041] The input information converting part 66 and the 
output control part 67 not only carry out the conversion 
processing of vehicle information and driving information 
but also function as folloWs. 

[0042] That is, the input information converting part 66 
acquires at suitable timing vehicle information from the 
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sensors 30 acquired by the virtual sensor part 63, and outputs 
it to the interface layer 62. The output control part 67 
acquires driving information transferred to the interface 
layer 62 and at suitable timing outputs it to the virtual 
actuator part 64. Thus, the input information converting part 
66 and the output control part 67 operates as an information 
control layer. 

[0043] This input timing or output timing adjustment 
function of the input information converting part 66 and the 
output control part 67 is described next With reference to the 
How of the driving information and the vehicle information. 
First, the driving information transfer from the application 
layer 61 to the virtual actuator part 64 Will be explained, and 
then the vehicle information transfer from the virtual sensor 
part 63 to the application layer 61 Will be explained. 

[0044] X: Driving Information Transfer 

[0045] X-(l) First the application layer 61 outputs a mes 
sage to the interface layer 62. This message includes a 
driving information output request and information speci 
fying the virtual actuator part 64 that is the output destina 
tion. 

[0046] X-(2) Then the interface layer 62 determines in 
Which ECU 10 the output destination virtual actuator part 64 
exists. 

[0047] X-(2)-[1] Here if the output destination is the 
virtual actuator part 64 in the same ECU 10, the interface 
layer 62 acquires the driving information as it is. 

[0048] X-(2)-[2] If the output destination is the virtual 
actuator part 64 in another ECU 10, the driving information 
is transferred through the communication line 50 to that 
other ECU 10 by means of the communication driver 65 
Then, the interface layer 62 of that other ECU 10 acquires 
the driving information. 

[0049] This process is shoWn in FIG. 4 Which shoWs 
programs loaded into tWo ECUs (A-ECU and B-ECU)10a 
and 10b. It is assumed that the application layer 61b of the 
B-ECU 10b has speci?ed the virtual actuator part 64a of the 
A-ECU 10a as the transfer destination and outputted driving 
information to the interface layer 62b. Programs Which do 
not function in this instance are shoWn With broken lines. 

[0050] The interface layer 62b of the B-ECU 10B transfers 
the driving information to the A-ECU 10A via the commu 
nication driver 65b. Then, the interface layer 62a of the 
A-ECU 10a acquires the driving information via the com 
munication driver 65a. 

[0051] X-(3) In the case of X-(2)-[1], that is, When the 
interface layer 62 in the same ECU 10 acquires the driving 
information, the output control part 67 in the same ECU 10 
extracts the driving information in the interface layer 62 and 
at suitable timing outputs it to the virtual actuator part 64. 
Then, the virtual actuator part 64 outputs that driving 
information to an actuator 40. 

[0052] In the case of X-(2)-[2], that is, When the interface 
layer 62 in another ECU 10 acquires the driving information, 
the output control part 67 in that other ECU 10 extracts the 
driving information of the interface layer 62 and at suitable 
timing outputs it to the virtual actuator part 64. Then, the 
virtual actuator part 64 outputs that driving information to an 
actuator 40. In FIG. 4, the output control part 67a of the 
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A-ECU 10a extracts and at suitable timing outputs to the 
virtual actuator part 64a the driving information acquired by 
the interface layer 62a of the A-ECU 10a. Thus in this case, 
an actuator 40 connected to the A-ECU 10a is driven by 
driving information from the application layer 61b of the 
B-ECU 10b. 

[0053] Y: Vehicle Information Transfer 

[0054] Y-(l) First the application layer 61 outputs a mes 
sage to the interface layer 62. This message includes a 
vehicle information input request and information specify 
ing an input destination virtual sensor part 63. 

[0055] Y-(2) Then the interface layer 62 determines in 
Which ECU 10 the input destination virtual sensor part 63 
exists. 

[0056] Y-(2)-[1] The input information converting part 66 
at suitable timing extracts the vehicle information acquired 
by the virtual sensor part 63 and outputs it to the interface 
layer 62. Accordingly, if the input destination is the virtual 
sensor part 63 in the same ECU 10, the vehicle information 
outputted by the input information converting part 66 is 
acquired as it is and outputted to the application layer 61. 

[0057] Y-(2)-[2] If the input destination is the virtual 
sensor part 63 in another ECU 10, a request for the vehicle 
information is made to that other ECU 10 via the commu 
nication line 50 by means of the communication driver 65. 
This process is shoWn in FIG. 5. In FIG. 5, programs loaded 
into A-ECU 10a and B-ECU 10b are shoWn. It is assumed 
that the application layer 61b of the B-ECU 10b has speci 
?ed the virtual sensor part 63a of the A-ECU 10a as the input 
destination and made a request to the interface layer 62b for 
vehicle information. Here also, programs Which do not 
function in this case are shoWn With broken lines. 

[0058] The interface layer 62b of the B-ECU 10b makes a 
request for vehicle information to the A-ECU 10a via the 
communication driver 65b. In the A-ECU 10a, the input 
information converting part 66a at suitable timing acquires 
and outputs to the interface layer 62a vehicle information 
from a sensor 30 acquired by the virtual sensor part 63a. 
With respect to the above request, the interface layer 62a 
transfers the vehicle information outputted from the input 
information converting part 66a to the B-ECU 10b via the 
communication driver 65a. Thus the interface layer 62b of 
the B-ECU 10b acquires this vehicle information via the 
communication driver 65b and outputs it to the application 
layer 61b. In this case, on the basis of vehicle information 
from a sensor 30 connected to the A-ECU 10a, the appli 
cation layer 61b of the B-ECU 10b executes computation 
processing. 

[0059] According to the vehicle control apparatus 1 of this 
embodiment, it is possible to realiZe distributed processing 
even in control of the engine and drive train. This Will be 
explained With a speci?c example. 

[0060] For example in FIG. 4, it is assumed that a fuel 
injection amount is calculated by the B-ECU 10b and an 
injector constituting the actuator 40 connected to the A-ECU 
10a is controlled. In this case, as shoWn in FIG. 6A, fuel 
injection amount calculation is carried out by the application 
layer 61b of the B-ECU 10b, and the calculated injection 
amount constituting driving information is transferred to the 
interface layer 62a of the A-ECU 10a via the communica 
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tion line 50. Then, the output control part 67a of the A-ECU 
10a extracts the injection amount transferred to the interface 
layer 62a and outputs an injection command to the virtual 
actuator part 64a at output timing for each cylinder. On the 
basis of this the virtual actuator part 64a outputs an injection 
pulse to the injector. 

[0061] Accordingly, if the injection amount is transferred 
in advance at appropriate timing from the application layer 
61b of the B-ECU 10b to the interface layer 62a of the 
A-ECU 10a, after that, by the output control part 67a, 
injection commands to the virtual actuator part 64a are 
carried out at suitable timing. 

[0062] That is, even if a delay occurs in the transfer of the 
calculated injection amount from the B-ECU 10b to the 
A-ECU 10a, the output timing is optimiZed by the output 
control part 67a of the AECU 10a. For example, in a system 
in Which injection pulses should be outputted at times t1, t2, 
t3, . . . , if it is made so that the injection amount from the 

application layer 61b of the B-ECU 10b is acquired by the 
interface layer 62a of the A-ECU 10a before the respective 
time t1, t2, t3, . . . , after that the output control part 67a 

outputs the injection command at the time t1, t2, t3, . . . , at 
Which it should be outputted. 

[0063] HoWever, it may be impossible for the injection 
amount to be transferred to the interface layer 62a of the 
A-ECU 10a at appropriate timing. Because there are cases 
Where the application layer 61b of the B-ECU 10b can only 
output the information on injection amount that should be 
outputted at the time t1, t2, t3, . . . , just before the respective 
times t1, t2, t3, . . . HoWever, in this case, the output control 
part 67a of the A-ECU 10a can be made to carry out 
injection commands based on the injection amount of one 
cycle before, so that it carries out at the time t2 the injection 
command that should have been outputted at the time t1, and 
carries out at the time t3 the injection command that should 
have been carried out at the time t2. Because the important 
thing in injection control is the timing of the injection 
command. It may occur that the injection command is 
outputted at time t1‘ (<t2) deviating from the time t1 at 
Which it should have been outputted. It is fatal to the system 
even if the injection command based on the injection amount 
that should have been outputted one cycle earlier is carried 
out. If the injection timing is suitable, it does not become a 
problem. 

[0064] Thus With the program construction of this embodi 
ment, even in engine and drive train control, Which requires 
relatively high real-time operation, the output timing of 
driving information can be made suitable and distributed 
processing among multiple ECUs 10 can be made possible. 

[0065] It is assumed in FIG. 5 that the computation 
processing is executed by the B-ECU 10b on the basis of the 
vehicle information from an intake pipe pressure sensor 
constituting the sensor 30 connected to the A-ECU 10a. In 
this case, as shoWn in FIG. 6B, on the basis of a request 
from the application layer 61b of the B-ECU 10b, the 
interface layer 62a of the A-ECU 10a transfers an average 
intake pipe pressure via the communication line 50. 

[0066] In the A-ECU 10a, the virtual sensor part 63a 
converts a voltage value from the intake pipe pressure sensor 
into a physical value and calculates an intake pipe pressure. 
The input information converting part 66a acquires 
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(samples) this intake pipe pressure from the virtual sensor 
part 63a at timing of every 1 ms, and outputs an averaged 
intake pipe pressure as vehicle information every time the 
crank shaft rotates through 180°. Thus, the application layer 
61b of the B-ECU 10b need only request the acquisition of 
the intake pipe pressure at relatively long time intervals of 
180° of crankshaft of the engine rotation and acquire an 
averaged intake pipe pressure outputted to the interface layer 
62a. 

[0067] In the past, it Was not possible for the application 
layer 61b of the B-ECU 10b to sample from the virtual 
sensor part 63a of the A-ECU 10a the intake pipe pressure 
With a relatively short period, because of communication 
delay. In this embodiment, hoWever, the input information 
converting part 66a samples the intake pipe pressure calcu 
lated by the virtual sensor part 63a in the relatively short 
period of 1 ms. 

[0068] As a result, even in engine and drive train control, 
Which requires relatively high real-time operation, vehicle 
information input timing can be made suitable and distrib 
uted processing among multiple ECUs 10 can be realiZed. 

[0069] Further, according to the vehicle control apparatus 
1 of this embodiment, the objects dependent on the sensors 
30 and the actuators 40 are separated as the virtual sensor 
part 63 and the virtual actuator part 64. Therefore, even if the 
sensors 30 or the actuators 40 are changed, the reusability of 
the application layer 61, that is, the application program, is 
ensured. 

[0070] Moreover, the input information converting part 66 
converts to information directly processable in the applica 
tion layer 61 and outputs vehicle information from the 
virtual sensor part 63. The output control part 67 converts to 
information directly processable in the virtual actuator part 
64 and outputs driving information acquired from the inter 
face layer 62. That is, the input information converting part 
66 executes conversion processing of vehicle information 
matched to the computation processing of the application 
layer 61. The output control part 67 executes conversion 
processing of driving information matched to the actuators 
40. Because no change to the application layer 61 is neces 
sary even if the sensors 30 or the actuators 40 change With 
vehicle type or grade, further improvement of the reusability 
of the application program is achieved. 

[0071] Furthermore, in the vehicle control apparatus 1 of 
this embodiment, the vehicle control programs are object 
oriented designed, and the application layer 61 and the 
interface layer 62 are constructed With objects in function 
units. Further, the virtual sensor part 63b, the input infor 
mation converting part 66b and the virtual actuator part 64, 
the output control part 67 are constructed With objects in 
component units. Thus, for example in a system Wherein the 
speci?cations of an injector constituting an actuator 40 
differs, only the object relating to this injector need be 
changed, and the other injectors can be used as they are. 
Accordingly, the reusability of not only application pro 
grams but vehicle control programs is ensured. 

[0072] The present invention should not be limited to the 
disclosed embodiment, but may be implemented in many 
other Ways Without departing from the spirit of the inven 
tion. 
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What is claimed is: 
1. A vehicle control apparatus comprising: 

detecting means for detecting vehicle information; 

driving means for driving a vehicle; 

multiple processing executing units for carrying out com 
putation processing based on the vehicle information 
and outputting driving information to the driving 
means in accordance With results of the computation 
processing, Wherein the processing executing units are 
loaded With vehicle control programs distributedly; and 

communication means connecting the processing execut 
ing units, 

Wherein the vehicle control programs include 

an application layer for executing the computation 
processing, 

a sensor/ actuator layer for executing processing depen 
dent on the detecting means and the driving means 
and carrying out acquisition of the vehicle informa 
tion and outputting of the driving information, 

an interface layer for acquiring and sending to another 
processing executing unit via the communication 
means the driving information from the application 
layer, and also acquiring the driving information sent 
from the another processing executing unit, and 

an information control layer for outputting to the sen 
sor/actuator layer at suitable timing the driving infor 
mation acquired by the interface layer. 

2. The vehicle control apparatus as in claim 1, Wherein: 

the application layer outputs the driving information in a 
?xed form; and 

the information control layer converts to information 
directly processable by the sensor/actuator layer and 
outputs the driving information. 

3. A vehicle control apparatus comprising: 

detecting means for detecting vehicle information; 

driving means for driving a vehicle; 

multiple processing executing units for carrying out com 
putation processing based on the vehicle information 
and outputting driving information to the driving 
means in accordance With results of the computation 
processing, Wherein the processing executing units are 
loaded With vehicle control programs distributedly; and 

communication means connecting the processing execut 
ing units, 

Wherein the vehicle control programs include 

an application layer for executing the computation 
processing, 

a sensor/ actuator layer for executing processing depen 
dent on the detecting means and the driving means 
and carrying out acquisition of the vehicle informa 
tion and outputting of the driving information, 

an information control layer for at suitable timing 
acquiring and outputting the vehicle information 
acquired by the sensor/actuator layer, and 
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an interface layer for acquiring and outputting to the 
application layer the vehicle information outputted 
from the information control layer on the basis of a 
request from the application layer, making a request 
for the vehicle information to another processing 
executing unit via the communication means, acquir 
ing and outputting to the application layer the vehicle 
information sent With respect to this request, and 
sending the vehicle information from the informa 
tion control layer When a request is made for the 
vehicle information from another processing execut 
ing unit. 

4. The vehicle control apparatus as in claim 3, Wherein: 

the sensor/actuator layer outputs the vehicle information 
in a form corresponding to the detecting means; and 

the information control layer converts to information 
directly processable by the application layer and out 
puts the vehicle information. 

5. The vehicle control apparatus as in claim 1, Wherein: 

the information control layer at suitable timing acquires 
and outputs the vehicle information acquired by the 
sensor/actuator layer; and 

the interface layer acquires and outputs to the application 
layer the vehicle information outputted from the infor 
mation control layer on the basis of a request from the 
application layer, makes a request for the vehicle 
information to another processing executing unit via 
the communication means, acquires and outputs to the 
application layer the vehicle information sent With 
respect to this request, and sends the vehicle informa 
tion from the information control layer When a request 
is made for the vehicle information from another pro 
cessing executing unit. 

6. The vehicle control apparatus as in claim 5, Wherein: 

the sensor/actuator layer outputs the vehicle information 
in a form corresponding to the detecting means, and 

the information control layer converts to information 
directly processable by the application layer and out 
puts the vehicle information. 

7. The vehicle control apparatus as in claim 1, Wherein: 

the application layer, the interface layer, the information 
control layer and the sensor/actuator layer are made up 
of multiple objects provided in component units or 
function units. 

8. A computer-readable recording medium on Which is 
recorded a vehicle control program loaded into the vehicle 
control apparatus as set forth in claim 1. 

9. The vehicle control apparatus as in claim 3, Wherein: 

the application layer, the interface layer, the information 
control layer and the sensor/actuator layer are made up 
of multiple objects provided in component units or 
function units. 

10. A computer-readable recording medium on Which is 
recorded a vehicle control program loaded into the vehicle 
control apparatus as set forth in claim 3. 


